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Since its very conception, personaliry psychology has seen goals as the building
blocks of personatiry (e.g., Allport, 193?). Personal goals are typically defined as

cönsciously accessible cognitive representations ofstates an individual wants to at-

tain or avoid in the future. They provide consistency across situations, and structure
and organize behavior over time into meanil'tgful action units. lüfe submit that the
concept ofpersonal goals is particularly well suited for a developmental approach to
personality. lntegrating motivational processes into a liG-span context furthers our

understanding of both the direction of development and of interindividual differ'
ences in the level offunctioning in various life domains. One ofthe basic assump-

tions ofjoining an action-theoretical perspective with a life'span perspective is that
people actively shape their own development in interaction with a given physical,

cultural, social, and historical context (see Little, Snyder, &Wehmeyer' chap.4, this
volume). In this chapter, we put fotth the idea that goals link the person to these

contexts and thus are centraI to---or building blocks of--personality and develop-

ment in adulthood.
The chapter is organized as follows. In a ffrst part, we discuss the notion ofgoals as

"personality-in-context" (e.g., B. Little, 1989), and elaborate on the idea that per-

sonal goals reflect the proactive interactionbetween a person and his orher environ-
ment over time. In the second part, we briefly summarize tuhat it is that adults of
various ages typically strive to attain or avoid, and elaborate on mechanisms that

may determine the content ofgoals at different points in the life span. In the third
part, we turn to basic goal processes that specifo hou people interact lvith their envi-
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ronment and manage resources across the life span. In this context, rve delineate the
central ideas of the action-theoretical specification of a general model of develop-
mental rcgulation: the model of selection, optimization, and compensation (SOC; P
Baltes &M. Baltes, 1990; Freund &. P Baltes, 2@0). The SOC model grsits that the
kind ofgoals a person sets and pursues develops in close interaction with his or her
context. We illustrate this with an example ofresearch investigating age-related dif-
ferences in the way people formulate their goals either in terms ofacquiring new or
presewing existing resources. Linking personal goals to early personality theories
(Kelly, 1995), we follow our life-span perspective to address the importance of
intergoal rclations (i.e., ofconflict and facilitation among a person's goals and how
intergoal relations change with age). On the basis ofthis overview, we conclude that
the concept ofpersonal goals is valuable for understanding "personality-in-context"
across adulthood, and that it may provide a fruitful approach toward a theory that
can integrate motivation, emotioll, cognition, and behavior into a developmental
framework.

GOALS AS "PERSONALITY-IN-CONTEXT"

Personal goals can be viewed as dynamic aspects reflecting the interaction ofa per-
son with his or her environment over time. Following Hooker and McAdams
(2003), goals ("personal action units") and motivational processes ("self.regulatory
processes") constitute one level in a multiple-levels-of.analysis morlcl ofpersonal-
it)*besides personaliry traits (i.e., nonconditional dispositions that generalize
across a variety ofsituations and show considerable stability over tinre) and life sto-
ries (i.e., people's narrations oftheir personal past, present, and ftlttrre).

Similarly, Cantor ( I 990) proposed that goals or life tasks characterize personality
on an intermediate level, the level between "being" (i.e., persotrality traits, basic dis.
positions) and "doing" (i.e., behavioral responses in a given situation). Goals are nor
as broacl and comprehensive as traits, although they may be influenced by them, nor
are they as specific as behaviors; instead, they regrrlare behavior. Drawingattention to
the fact that goa[s are inherently oriented to a specific content or life domain and re-
l:rted to time (namely, the future), B. Little (1989) called this level ofpersonaliry the
"personality-in- context. "

Context can be broadly defined as the set ofcircumstances that surround a per-
son, such as culture, historical time, family, family relations, orgeographical environ-
ment. Context dms not only serve as a background for the behavioral expression of
personaliry but also plays an important role in shoping personaliry. The latter is a re-
sult ofthe constraints and possibilities for personality development that the context
provides. Cultural, social, or geographical constrainrs may on the one hand exclude
certain possibilities ofhow a person can express his or her basic personality traits. On
the other hand, however, contextual constrains fulfill an important funcrion; they
specifr boundaries without which focused personality development would be impos-
sible. The space ofpossible developmental trajectories wcluld be too vasr and un-
structured. Moreover, context provides possibilities for personality development,
such as resources, defir-red as actual or potential means that help in achieving one's
goals (Fretrnd & Riediger, 2001; see also Harvley, chap. 8, this volume). Contextual
resources are located outside the person, that is, in the material, social, cultural, his-
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torical, orbiological environment (e,g., educational system). Such an understanding

of context is rÄiniscent of the term afordances as introduced by Gikon (1997)'

Affordances denote possibilities for action resulting from the interaction between

rhe context and the person. For possibitities to become actual capabilüies and comp€-

tencies, also Gibsonian terms, goals need to connect situational affordances with the

more basic levels of personality reflecting traits, needs, and motives.

Addressing the contextual nature ofgoals, Freund (2003) distinguished two in'
teracting levels of goal representation, namely social expectations and personal

goals. So-cial expectations (level 1) are reflected in social norms that inform us about

äge-graded opportuniry structures and goal-relevant.resources. They define limita-

tiins for d.veläpmental rajectories in the individual life course and also indicate in-

stitutional orsocial opponunity structures, such as the age-dependent availability of
resources (. Heckhauien, 1999). Social expectations are also reflected in personal

beliefs about the appropriate timing sequencing of goals. Setting personal goals

(level 2) in accordanie with social expectations may help to take advantage ofavail-

"b[e 
."*u.c"s. Through social sanctions as well as societal approval or disapproval,

social expectations serve as an orientation or standard for the development, selec-

tion, puisuit, and maintenance of personal goals (Cantor, 1994; Freund' 1997;

Nurmi, t992), In addition to consciously represented personal goals, automatized

goals and (nonconscious) motives impact behavior and development.- 
In summary the notion ofgoals as "personality-in'context" refers to the fact that a

person's goals reflect the interface between a person's basic personality traits and-the

specifrc üntext in which he or she lives. In the remainder of this chapte! we take a

d'evelopmental perspective to further elaborate on this idea. Specifically, we address

t*o questions, Whai it it thnt peopl" 
"t 

various agesstriv-e for in their goals? And hoqr

do goals impact behavior and development in adults ofvarious ages?

ADDRESSING THE "WHÄT" OF PERSONALITY:
CONTENT OF GOAT.S ACROSS ADULTHOOD

The content of goals-which connect basic aspects of a personality, such as traits,

with characteriitics of the particular context in which this person lives---changes

with age. Next, we illustraie the available empirical evidence with an example of
some frotorypical studies and discuss mechanisms that underlie these age-associ-

ated shifts.

Empirical Eviclence of Age-Related changes
in the Contetlt of Goals in Acltllthoocl

Nurmi (1992, 1994) investigated age differences in the content offuture-oriented
goals (i.e., hopes, plans, and dreams about the future) and concerns (i'e', anxieties

ä,'d *o..i", 
"6out-the 

future) in a large cross-sectional study ofadults from l9 to 64

years old. Young adults reponed goals related to their future education, familylmar'
iiogu 

"rd 
.on.J.* abouio'urn setf, fnmds, and occrrpation signilicantly more fre'

quintly than order respondents. Middle'aged respondents frequently reported goals

rtlatei to thefun reoftheir childrenand concerns about their occr.palion' Both young



and middle-aged adults also frequently mentioned p'roperl-related goals. In the age
grotrp of {5- to 54-year-old participants, a high percentage of lvalth.related goals
were reported. This percentage was even higher in the older age group (55 to 64
years old). Furthermore, older adults reported goals relating to their retirement, lei-
surc actitities, and world-rcIated tnctters more frequently than the othcr age groups.

Cross and Markus (1991), in an adult sample aged 18 to 86 years old, cross-sec-
tionally investigated conceprually very similar future expectancies, namely, people's
personal images of themselves in the future, their hoped-for or feared pssrüle selues,

Young adults tended to report extremely positive, idealized hoped-for selves that
rvere often related to marriage, family, or career. Their feared selves typically re-
flected the concem that life may be disappointing and not measuring up to their
hopes and expectations. Typically, these feared selves, were rather unspecific and of-
ten extreme. Young middlc-aged adults' (25 to 39 years old) hope-tl-for selves tended
tobe comparatively more moderate, qualified, concrete, and more related to the par-
ticipants'current lives. Their common themes were those ofsettling down and con-
solidating personal identity. The feared selves in that age group typically reflected
concerns with not attaining personally and socially desired roles and status, particu-
.larly in the life domains ofoccupation, maniage, and famill'. Late middle-aged adults
(40 to 59 years old) reported fewer hoped-forselves that indicated new beginnings or
dramatic changes than did yourrger respondents. Rather, their hoped-for selves re-
flected a desire for enjoyment and achievement in the roles rhey already inhabited.
Their feared selves strongly reflected concems with the losses and decrements ac-
companying aging, and with financial insecurity. A common theme in the hoped-for
selves of the participants aged 60 years and older was the maintenance of current
states, although hoped-for selves in that age group also reflected a desire for further
improvement or growth. Their feared selves reflected concerns u'ith
aging-associated losses in physical capacity and lifestyle.

Research by Staudinger (e.g., Staudinger, Freund, Linden, &. Maas, 1999) on life
investment-the investment of cognitive or behavioral resources into a specitic life
domain-provides additional evidence for the theoretical assumptions formulated
by Havighrrrst ( 1948) and Erikon (1959) on the age-dependent rclative importance
ofdifferent life domains. Younger adults are primarily concerned with their profes-
sion, friends, and family, whereas older adults are more and more concerned with
their health, family, antl life revicw.

Regarding the aclaptivity ofsetting goals in accordance with age-related expecta-
tions, Harlow and Cantor ( 1996) showed in a large sample of older Americans that
life satisfaction was associated with the participation in life tasks of late adulthmd,
such as community service. Active participation in social life proved to be more im-
portant for retirees' life satisfaction compared to adults u,ho still enjoyed active in-
voh'ement in work. This difference was particulärly pronounced for men. Harlow
and Cantor interpreted this gender-related difference as support for the importance
ofshifting life tasks in accordance with age-related expectations and opportunities.

Täken together, there is evidence for age-related differences in the content of
adults'goals. Education, partnership, &iends, and career are particu[arly important
for younger adults, Middle-aged adults are particularly interested in the future of
their children, in securing what they have already established, and in property-re-
lated matters. Health, retirement, leisure, world-related matters, and issues related
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to their own aging process are salient in older adults'goals' What are the mecha'

"irrr, ""J 
i"n,l"nZes that underlie these age.associated differences in goals?

Irrfluences on the Colltent of Goals il1 Aclulthood

Influences on the content ofgoals include (a) non-normative, (b) normative his-

io.y-g."ded,"nd (c) normativiage'gradedfactors (Baltes' 1987)'Non'nofl'lu,tieein'

i;ä;;;;;;'""."is'that do not irappen to everyone' or that have no predictable

iiming. Examples are chance encounters with ideas' people, orplaces; serious iniu'

,i"r, ä job,t*rf"rs. These events contribute to the increasing diversity among peo-

ol" "t 
,tt"v get o[,Jer. Because ofthose non'normative influences, future-oriented

lrpi..,o"l i"a ,neir developmental traiectories are unique for each person' Nottlul-

,iüiir"Ot-er"a"ainfluences are closely iied to the particular historical era in which

"" 
i"Jiriarlf fi".s. irlost members ofa cohort experience these influences. Epidem'

i.i, *"rt, L.tr".logical advances' or conception; of what constitutes "normal" de-

;;ü;;mt ;r; .ä*ple.' Normative age' gaded influences on future-otiented

"roir'",io", 
.or..[ate closely with an individuil's age andare highly similar for many

iiäirlJ""fr. fn"V may be biological (e.g., biological clock forGmale fertility), soci'

",.t t..g., irxtituiionally p."t.rib.d entry and exit ages-in educational system)' or

"r".Ä.Iäli."L 
f".g., extent of future time perspective)' Next' we discuss age'graded

äppoii""iay r,i".",ures and inte*alized age norms as well as age-associated changes

in future time perspective as prominent influences on the development ofpersonal

goals in more detail.

The Role of Age'Graclecl Opporttlr-tity Structtlres ancl Age Norms
for the Contetlt of Goals in Adultl'toocl

Modern societies have institutionalized age-related opportunities and constraints

,t "*gut"*,tt" "mountof 
resources' support' and reinforcement a society provides

for paäcular pursuits at particular ag"r,'ih"r"by, societies provide age-dependent

;;p;,;;*y;t.tures f; certain lif! events and transitions and thus canalize fu'

t.re-oriented aspirations at different ages (Wrosch & Freund, 2001)'.Coals- are

much more difficult to attain ifthey deuiate from institutionalized age-chronologi-

cal constraints (e,g., the goal of starting out a new career in older versus younger

"J"i 
l,"Jl. n'"-ä"d"a äpportuniry saructures for the attainment of future-ori.

ente,l aspirations are not only societal, but may also be biological (e'g"

childbearing).--Ä.-ru, 
"",.,"-al 

and biological age-graded opportunity strucrures! intemalized

"g;;;;,ir" 
.;nceptions als"o fulfill an important function in rhe regulationof the

.3"i"i .ip".pt"'s goals. Intemalized norms about the timing oflife events and üan-

ti i."r-"."irgitv ä*.n.ual within a given culture' They provide an age'graded

aeenda of,,rrärm"l" development and influence future-oriented expectancies as_

;:tü'*";";;;"4;hat one'i life should be like at particular ages (cf' the concept of
id"u"lop."tttal tasks," Havighurst' 1948)'
--1. 

H"'.f.f,"rr"" (t9ö9) in hler Aciion-phase Model of Developmental Regulation

,hJ;;;,i*lü;.;..ibud ih" pr*"t, of age-associated changes in the content of peo'

;Lb;";i;. ifi;.del is based on the id-ea that individuals encounter changes in the
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opportunities to realize certain goals as they mrwe through their lives. It proposes
that a developmental goal becomes activated during phases ofincreased opportuni.
ties. lf the goal is attained, the individual turns to other developmental goals.
Individtrals who have not yet realized the goal are assumed to become increasingly
motivated to invest effort into goal attainmenr as opportunities decline. The model
also introduces the notion of deuebpmenml deadline to refer to the point at which
opportunities have declined so much that goal attainment becomes unlikely.
According to the model, if this deadline has been passed, the goal becomes deacti-
vated, for example, through goal disengagement or goal substitution (see Wrosch,
Heckhausen, &. Lachman, chap. 20, this volume, for a nrore extensive discussion of
this model and related empirical evider, ce).

Vithin the life-span literature, a number of theories and findings imply that a
"recalibration" ofone's future-oriented aspirations is indeed a key factor in success-
ful adaptation to age-associated changes, particularly in old age (cf. the norions of
loss-based selection, Freund, Li, & Baltes, 1999; flexible goal adjustment,
Brandtstädter&\iüentura, 1995;orsecondarycontrol,Heckhausen&Schulz, 1995;
different kinds of control strivings, Crob, T Little, & Wanner, 1999). Such revisions
of goals likely occur gradually. Simply giving up important aspirations might result in
a sense of loss or failure. Consistent with this view, Wrosch, Heckhatrsen, and
Lachman (2@0) found that simply lowering one's aspirarions in the face of financial
or health-related stress was negatively correlated with well-being acros adulthood
and into old age. Only for young adults, persistence showed a positive relationship
rvith well-being. In contrast, middle-aged and older adults profited most from posi-
tive reappraisal. Throughout the life, future-oriented aspirations must be revised in
such a way that the individtral can maintain a sense that their goals are yet
unachieved but in principle attainable, motivating him or her to strive for their ac-
complishmcnt, but at the same time to feel good about his or her current life and
frrture prospects (Cross (i Markus, 1991).

Tlre Role of Future Tinre Perspective for lhe Content
of Coals in A(luhhoo(l

Another imponant age-graded aspect underlying developmental shifts in people's
goals is the extent of frrture time perspective. Whereas younger adtrlts may perceive
the future as being full of limitless opportrnities for exploration, older adults in-
creasingly perceive their future as limited and finite (Lang & Carstensen, 2002).
The role offuture time perspective for the content ofexpectancies is particularly
well researched in the domain ofscrcial nrotivation (for an overview ofthe role ofso-
cial motivation in personality development, see Lang, Reschke, & Neyer, chap. 22,
this volume). Socio-Emotional Selectivity Theory (Carstensen, Isaacowitz, &
Charles, 1999) proposes that the perceived future time perspecrive regulates the
type ofsocial goals people have. The theory distinguishes two rypes ofgoals that trn-
derlie different forms of socialcontact. One goa[, to acquire newknowledgeandinfm-
mation, is most easily attained in the interaction with novel social partners. In
contrast, the goaltorcgrhteone's emoarbni (e.g., to feel gr:od and socially embedded)
is most easily achieved with familiar and close social partners. The central proposi-
tion ofthe model is that, when time is perceived as largely open ended (i.e., in youn-
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qer ase-groups), knowledge seeking is proposed to be ofprimary importance for

!..i.ig.äfr. in.on,r"r,, when time is perceived as limited (i'e', in old age)' pres-

"nt-ori"rrted 
goals (e.g', emotion regulation) are most important' Because age is as-

sociated with-the tim! perspective people have in their lives, the model proposes

;i;;;i;g.;*ig"rationi ofknowledge-and emotion regulation goals,throughout the

life sp-ariTherJis ample empirical evidence supporting the proposed age'associated-

,i.,inii" ,t 
" 

ro.i"t g*b. e 
"umb.r 

of studies ihow that the shifts in the content of

social goals occur iÄ respons" to constrained time perspectives rather than age per se

(for an overvierv, see Carstensen et al.' 1999)'' 
To su--"rir", there is cross-sectional empirical evidence of a shift in the content

of personal go"li frorn a primary interest in one's future education, partnership'

friends, and iare.r in younger adulthood, to a primary interest in one's future health

ard aeir,s, leisure anä retirement activities' and in world'related matters in older

"J"fifi*ä. 
f6*" age.related changes emphasize the notion that goals reflect "per-

r"""ii*-i"--""xt; (8. Little, 1989)' Non-normative, normative history-graded'

""Jio.,,'",iu" 
rge-graded influences .nderlie these developmental shifts. The con-

te.t offuture expeciancies is canalized through biological and societal opportunity

,iru.rur"r,h* f".ilitate orhinder certain pursuits at particularag-es' Intemalized age

noÄ, of *n", i, 
"ormal 

and desirable to sirive for at a given age have a similar func-

tion, Furthermore, age-associated changes in the extent offuture dme p€rspective

u." 
"r.o.i"t"d 

*ith Äanging priorities in people's social motivation' When time is

o"i..iu.d ". 
l"rg"ly open-enäed, knowledge acquisition.is one ofthe prime motives

;;J;;ly,ü;ät clniact. Vhen the time perspictive is limited, emotion regulation

takes Friority.

FROM CONTENT TO PROCESSES

So far, we have addressed how and why the content ofgoals changes across adult-

[oJ'R".""..t, o' rhis topic shows how goals develop in close interaction with the

.orrt.*, of 
" 

p"oon, be it age'related social norms and expectations or future-time

p".r-päi"". i,.t,tte nextsecii.rn, we will turn to moreprodclive aspects of this interac-

iior'r, r,"*"Iy, to the question oihow a person sets and pursues his or her goals' 
--'- 

O." oft(. ."r,tral assumptions oflife-span developmental psychology is that de-

r"lop*"nt is a dvnamic process involving the interplay ofproactivelY creating and

,"".iing to one'i environmenr (Baltes, 1987; Baltes, Lindenberger, & Staudinger'

iS9ti|6r""a",aate' l99B; Lerner & Busch-Rossnagel, 1981). Thus,.an adequate

ä"rÄpiior, of d.telopment needs to take into account that people' within the limits

ri"""'Ut t*i"t, cultural, and biological constraints, actively shape their own envi-

:offi;,;;Jlii. -i,rr". I., ord"t ,Jdescribe how this proactive interaction with the

"rrrironm"r,t 
unfolds over time, a theoryofdevelopment needs to include the notion

;iä-;J""üro."rr... su.h p.ocesses are helpful in understanding both the direc-

tion and the level of develoPment."-'br," 
ofth" br.ic distinctions in motivational psychology is that ofgoal setting and

*"f o"*ti , *tti.h refcr to the central questiors of describing and explaint"c *qtjlP
;i;;;;;;.", and hour thev go about attaining these goals (e'g', Atkinson' 1957)'

il;;ih.il" iiqst) t'"t 
"t"toia-ted 

on this distinction in his phase model of motiva-

;;;iilR"ai.."molel. "Crorsing the Rubicon," that is, committingto agoalandfor'
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mulating concrete action plans for pursuing that goal, separates the predecisional
phase from the actional phase. The predecisional phase is characterized by a delibera-
tive mhrd-set of a ranking of various potenrial goals according ro their short- and
long-term desirability and the likelih,rorl of their attainment. In contrast, in the
actional phase people no longer engage in comparing different optiorx, but rather fo-
cus on the realizationofrheir intentions. The likelihoorl ofactually pursuing one,sgoal
depends on the volitional strength, that is, on how much the percon wantJto achi-eve
the goal, and on available opponunities for action. Furthermore, the more precise and
concrete the formulation ofopportunities for action, the more likely that a grerson will
actually engage in goal-relevant behavior (Gollwitzer, 1999).

Another important distinction is the absence or presence ofa loss for setting and
pursuing goals. Täking a life-span developmental perspecrive, this disrincti()n L im-
portant because the ratio ofgains to losses ofresources becomes less favorable with
increasing age. This is primarily due ro rwo factors (P Baltes, 1997): (l) Fewer re.
sources are available in old age (e.g., decline ofcognitive and physical abilities); (Z)
The efficiency ofresources decreases (e.g., cognitive intervention shows less effect in
older adults; e.g., Singer Linderrberger, & P Baltes, 2003). Consequenrly, more re-
sources need to be invested into the maintenance offunctioning or lnro counreract-
ing losses rather than into growth (Freund &, Ebner, 2005; Heckhausen, 199?;
Starrdinger, Marsiske, & P Balres, 1995).

Täking these broad motivational and developmental distinctions inro account,
Fteund & P Baltes (2000; Freund et al., 1999) elaborated on a general model ofde-
velopmentaI regulation-the model of selection, optimization, and compensation
(SOC model, I? Baltes &. M. Baltes, 1990)-as an acdon-theoretical model of goal
selection and pursuit. Next, we discuss this model in more detail.

TI IE IVIODEL OF SELECTION, OI'TIi\{IZATION.
AND COMPENSATION (SOC)

The SOC theory postulates that selection, oprimizarion, and compensation are gell-
eral meihanisms promoring successful development, which is defined as simülta-
neous maximization of gains and minimization of losses. Selection implies focusing
one's resources on a subset ofpotentially available options, thereby giving devekrp-
ment its direction. It functions as a precondition for developmental specialization,
Optinrization reflects the grorvth aspect ofdevelopment. It is defined as thc acquisi-
tion, refinement, and coordinared application ofresources direcred at the achieve.
ment of higher functional levels. Compensatrbn addresses the regulation of loss in
development. It involves efforts to maintain a given level of functioning despite
decline in, or loss of, previously available resources.

As a meta-model, the SOC mtxlel car-r be applied to a variety of domains of func-
tioning (e.g., social, cognitive, physical) and to different levels ofanalysis (e.g., inrli.
vidual, group). Conseqtrently, selection, oprimization, and compensation are
proposecl to have a multitude ofpossible pherrotypic realizatiorx (forvariotrs applica-
tions ofthe SOC model see, e.g., Abraham & Hansson, 1995; B. Baltes & Dickson,
2001; M. Baltes & Carstensen, 1998; M. Baltes & Lang, l99Z; Freund, in press;
Freund & Baltes,2000; Lemer, Freund, DeStafanis, & Habermas,200l; Li,
Lindenberger, Freund, & P Baltes, 2001; Marsiske, Lang P Baltes, & M. Baltes,
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1995). The action-theoretical conceptualization of SOC (Freund & P Baltes, 20@;

Freund et al., 1999) addresses central processes of the development of
"personality-in-context' over time.

Action-Theoretical Conceptualization of SOC

In the action-theoretical conceptualization ofsoc, selection refers to the develop-

ment, selection, and commitment to goals. lt has been repeatedly shown in research

on juigment and decision making (e.g., Tversky & Kahnemann, 1981) as well as in
the molivational literature (e.g., Emmons, 1996; Higsins' 1997) that it is important

to tlistinguish between a gain focus and a loss focus when investigating goal-related

p.o."rr"i. Impending or actual losses seem to affect people stronger than gains

iHobfoll, 199-8). The goal literature has also shown that the pursuit of avoidance

rather than approach goals is detrimental for both well-being and actual attainment

of goals (e.g., Coats, Janoff-Bulman, & Alpert, 1996; ElliotÄ' Church, 1997)' This

fuid"-"ntäi distinciion between a gain focus and a loss focus is captured in the

SOC-model by distinguishing between two modes of selection, elective and

loss-based selettion. Electiue selection--+he delineation of goals to advance the

match ofa person's needs and motives with the given or attainable resources andop'
portuniry siructures-aims at higher levels of functioning. In contrast, loss-based se-

L.tior, o..,,.. 
", 

a response to losses in previously available goal'relevant mears' It
involves focusing and redirecting resources rvhen other means for the maintenance

ofpositive functioning and/or substitution ofa loss are either not available or would

belnvested at the expinse ofother, more promising goals' Prototypicalexamples are

changes in goals or the goal system, such as reconstructing one's goal hierarchy, fo-

.u.in! o.r tli" *ost impoltant goal(s), adapting standards, or searching for new goals

(cf. aJsimilative coping, Brandtstädter &Wentura, 1995; compensatory secondary .

control, Heckhausin, 1999; shifts in different control strivings and goal importance,

Grob et al., 1999). The SOC model posits that loss-based selection is an important

pro.es. of s.,.."ssful development in general and ofsuccessful aging_in particular,

tecause older adulthood is a time in life when losses tend to outweigh gains'

Selection promotes positive development in a number ofways' For instance, to

hold and feel committed to goals contributes to a feeling that one's life has a purpose

and meaning (e.g., Klinger, 197?i B. Little, 1989). In addition, goals organize behav-

ior into actiJn seluencei. They reduce the complexity ofany given situationbyguid'
ins attention anä behavior. In other words, goals can also be seen as chronically

aväilable decision rules ("implemental mind-set"; Gollwitzer, 1999)' for directing at'

tention (which of the numeious stimuli or information of a given situation are goal

relevant?) and behavior (which of the many behavioral options in this situation are

goal relevantl). In this sense, then, goals facilitate efficie-nt interactions rvith the en-

iiro.r-".,t. I*tuad of deliberating about all of the possible altematives they face in
any given situarion, people scan füeir environment for possibilities to pursue_ their
goälJ. Co"ls do .rot necessarily need to be conscious in order to function as g,ides for

ättention and behavior. According to the auto'motive model by Bargh and

Gollwitzer (1994), the repeated activation ofa goal in a certain situation leads to an

association between th; respective goal and situational cues. Such situational

features can then automatically trigger a goal and activate goal-relevant actions.
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The actual implementation of goal-relevant actions (the "actional phase,"

Heckhausen, 1991) involves processes that in the SOC model are subsumed under
the notion of optimization and compensation. Optimization involves the acquisition,
application, and refinement ofgoal-relevant means in order to achieve desired out-
comes in selected domains, \ühich means are best suited for achieving onels goals

vary according to the specific goal domain (e.g., academic versus social domain), per-

sonal characteristics (e.g., gender), and the sociocultural context (e.g., institutional
support systems). On the most general level, some sort ofmonitoring between the
actual state and the desired state (goal) needs to take place (Carver & Scheier,
1999). This continuons monitoring which might occur outside ofconscious arvare-

ness (Wegner, 1992), allows for a constant adaptatiorr ofgoal-related action. Prog-
ress toward the goal indicates that continuation of investment of the selected
goal-relevant means is worthu'hile, whereas no progress or even a greater distance
from the goal indicates that other means might be better suited for achieving the re-
spective goal (Boesch, 1991). Another example ofa general process related to opti-
mization is the ability to delay immediate gratification for the sake of a more
long-term payoff (e.g., Mischel, Cantor, & Feldman, 1996). Long-term goals often
require investing resources with no immediate gain (e.g,, studying for good SAT
scores instead ofpartying). Notgiving in to temptations offeringshort-term gratifica-
tions is thus a precondition for persistently pursuing a goal over an extended period

oftime. The importance ofthe ability to delay gratiftcation for positive firnctior-ring is

also underscored by a findirrg reported by Mischel et al. ( 1996) shorving that impulse
control (delay ofgratification) in children predicts academic performance abottt a

decade later. Another general process ofoptimization is practice, As has been shorvn
in the expertise literature, deliberate practice is a key factor for acquiring new skills
and reaching peak performance (Ericsson, 1996). Repeated practice leads to the re-
finement ofskill components, to their integration and autonratization. As a restllt,
goal pursuit becomes less resource demanding, so that free resources can be devoted
to other goal-related means. Although the role ofpractice might be most obvious in
domains with a clear achievement aspect, such as academic achievement, sports, or
music (Ericsson, 1996), practice may also be important for domains with less clearly
defined skills and criteria.

Cornparsation refers to processes ainred at maintaining functioning in the face of
the losses with rvhich people are inevitably confronted during their lives, and partic-
ularly in old age. Whereas loss-based selection refers to restructuring one's goals,

compensation implies the maintenance ofgoals by using alternative means. Typical
instances ofcompersation are the substitution ofpreviously available goal-relevant
means by acquiring new or activating unused intemal or extemal resources
(Carstensen, Hanson, &Freund, 1995; Bäckman & Dixon, 1992). From a life-span
developmental perspective, the maintenance offunctioning is as important for suc-
cessful developmental regulation as achieving high levels offunctioning. This is the
case because development can be characterized as comprising both gains and losses

throughout the entire life span (P Baltes, 1997; LabouvieMef, 1981). With increas-
ing age, the ratio ofgains to losses becomes less positive (e.g., P Baltes & Srnith,
2001). This implies that with age, there is an increasing need to invest more and
more resources into maintenance and resilience of ftrnctioning rather than into
growth processes (P Baltes, 199?; Staudinger et al., 1995). Compensation can thus
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be considered as a central process ofdevelopmental regulation' In summary the ac-

iio.,-th.o."tical.onceptuälization ofthe SOC model proposes that people actively

a.d sr.."ssfully shape their own development by setting and pursuing person-al

no^lr, 
"u"n 

1., th" face of the loss ofpreviously available goal-relevant resources' In

ihe following section, we briefly review some empirical evidence ofthe adaptiveness

of elective and loss-based selection' optimization, and compensation'

lncliviclual Differences in Selection, oplimization'
ancl Con'rpensation

There isconvergingempiricalevidence conceming thetole ofselection, optimization,

"iJ.o-f*"rio"ät*"tt-b"i"g. 
nnumbetofstudiesfound (e'g', Freund &P Baltes'

iSSA, ZObZt Wi"re, Freund, 
"ttJP 

B"lt.t, 2000) that adults ranging in age ftom early

a 
"iä ""d 

very old adulthood who repon engaging in selection, optimization, and

compensation also report higher well-being (e.g., frequency ofexperiencing positive

emoiions, having a purpose in tife, life satisfaction). The pattem ofcorrelatioru is sta-

ble across adultf,ood into old and very old age. In a longitudinal study focusing on

vouneer adults. wiese, Freund, and P Baltes (2002) found that youngadults reporting

h"quä", u." of'sOC.relatedbehaviors scored higheron multiple subjectiveindicators

ofwell-being posirive emotions, as well as on subjective indicaton ofdevelopmental

su.ce$ ir, tli" iife domains of partnership and profession' Similärly, Wiese and Freund

iZOOii f.""a that young adults *ho set priorities in one life domain over another

ih"r",'*ork ".d 
faÄily)Jeel less conflicted abotrt their goals, and are more satisfied

*iih th.i, lit.r i.t general and with their development in the prioritized life domain.

These findings are-consistent with those reported in studies of dual-career develop'

ment (8. Baltes & Heyders'Gahier' 2003)'

Cross-sectio.al 
"vidence 

indicates that sel0reported frequency in the use ofSOC

shows age-related differences across adulthood with a peak in middle adulthood

iir"ur.ie.n S*l,es, 2002). In old age, use ofSOC-related behaviors is lessprevalent.

önly elective selecrion conrinues to be prominent. Probably due to the decrease in

,"rou...r, older adults continue to be piessured for high selectivity and have fewer

i"-ur."r'u, their disposal that they cin invest into goal-pursuit (optimization and

compensation). Optimization and compensation-are effortfuland therefore presum-

"tft..o*. 
*oreänd more taxing with age until they.exceed the individual, social,

ani technical reserve capacities available to individuals in old age. This_is especially

;;i;;;;;1i"" p"ople suifer from severe illnesses or enter very old age, the so-called

Fourth Age G baltes &Smith, 2003). As findingsfrom the Berlin Agingstudy shoq

ho*.r".,ih" d..rease in self-reported use ofSOC do€s not imply a decrease.in the

"i"otiuiw 
of the SOC-proc"rr"r---*u"., in very old age, SOC is related to higher

levels ofiubjective well'being Freund & P Baltes' 1998)'

In ,um*"ry there is empiiical evidence supporting the main assumption of-the

SOC model, Selecting goali and investing into their pursuit and maintenance when

faced with losses appear to be important processes in managing resources acros-s

"Julthood. 
In th. foliowir.rg sections, we elaborate in more detail on age-related dif-

f.rences in rwo aspects oithe selection and pursuit of personal goals-goal focus

ii.., fo.u, o.,g"ins verst s losses) and intergoal relations (i.e., mutual facilitation and

interference among goals).
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COAL-FOCUS IN,^\DULTHOOD

From a motivational perspective, compensation (i.e., the pursuit goals that focus on
the auoidance of a loss) might have less positive consequences than optimization
(i.e., the pursuit ofapproach goals). A number ofstudies with young adult partici-
pants (e.g., Coats et al., 1996; Elliot, &.Church, 199?; Emmons, 1996) have shown
that trying to achieve gains/growth is associated with a higher degree ofself-efticacy
and leads to more positive emotions and a sense of well-being rvhereas trying to
avoid losses/decline is related to more negative emotiom and distress.

The relative importance of focr,rsing on gains/grou'th and on maintenance/avoid-
ance ofloss, however, might change across atlulthood because the importance ofat-
taining new resources might be more vital foryounger than for older adults. Based on
assumptions ofevolutionary psychology, resources might be ofparticular importance
in younger adulthood, as resources are essential for one's own survival and the sur-
vival of one's future offspring (see also Hawley, chap. 8, this volume, ftrr an evolu-
tionary approach to resources and personality). h'r addition, accunrulation of
resorrrces is believed to enhance one's sexual attractiveness because it sewes as an
indicator ofgood genetic material to potential mates (Buss, 1999). Resource gain

should be particularly motivating in younger adults because, from this evolutionary
perspective, they are in a life stage when their primary motive is to reproduce. For
middle-aged adults who have to care and provide for their off-spritrg, the acquisition
and the maintenance of resources should also be very important.

In older adults, however, who are increasingly confronted with losses in resources,

the motivation to maintain one's resources and theretw to avoid losses should be-
come more important (Freund & P Baltes, 2000; J. Heckhausen, 1999; Staudinger et
al., 1995). ln addition, because ofdeclining efficiency ofresources in older age, the
pursuit ofnew goa[s focusing on gains/growth might be too resource intense forolder
adults. In contrast to maintaining goals, pursuing new goals requires additional
means and strategies for goal-ptrrsuit, which, in themselves, require resources. Thus,
it might he more adaptive for the management ofresources in old age to focus on the
maintenance offunctioning and on avoidance of losses rather than on the acquisi-
tionofnewgains. Given that losses become more pervasive and normative in old age,

avoiding losses might, psychologically, take on more ofthe meaning ofgains. There-
fore, the negative effects ofloss orientation that has been documented for younger

adults might not t'e present in old adulthood (see Freund & Ebner, 2005, for a more
detailed discussion ofthe dynamics ofgains and losses across adulthood with respect
to goals)

There is some empirical evidence supporting the assumption that goal-focus
changes across adulthood. Younger adults'goals are more oriented toward gains
whereas older adults show a stronger orientation toward maintenance and avoid-
ance oflosses (Freund &. Ebner, 2005 i Heckhausen, 1 997; Ogilvie, Rose, & Heppen,
200 I ). For instance, Ogilvie et al. (200 I ) shou,ed that personal projects reflecting an
orientation toward acquiring future positive outcomes declined across adulthood;
although they are reported most often as a reason for goal involvement in all age
groups. Goals ofolder adults more often reflccted an orientation toward the mainte-
nance ofa given level offunctioning than did the goals ofadolescents or middle-aged
adults. Contrary to expectations, however, there were no systematic age-related dif-
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ferences in the goal focus on compensation (here: ctrring an existing negative condi-

tion or preventing a negative outcome). Similarly, Freund and Ebner (2005)

summariied a series ofstudies providing evidence that younger adults rated their
personal goals primarily as orienled toward growth, whereas older adults' goals were

iqually oriented toward maintenance and loss prevention.
'Rejarding 

the differential adaptiveness ofgoal focus,, there are a number ofstud-

ies shäwingihat for younger adults, a loss-avoidance focus is negatively Lelated to

subjective-well-being (e.g., Coats et al., 1996; Elliot & Sheldon, 1997; Emmons'

1996). As expected, in older adulthood, however' a stronger goal focus on mainte-

nancl and lois atoidance was related to higher well'being (Ebner &' Freund' 2003) '
ln addition, younger adults appear to be more motivated to achieve higher levels of
performance than to maintain performance when working on a task' In contrast,

älder adults are more persistenl when working on overcoming losses than when

striving to improve theii performance (Freund, in press).,This line of research shows

the imf,ortance oftaking a developmental perspective when conceptualizing the in-

teraction ofa person with his or her environment, As resources change, the pro-

cesses oftheir tiranagement change as well. ln the nexr s€ction, we take a closer look

at the question ofhow younger and older adults manage to pursue multiple goals in
the face of limited resources.

INTERRELATIONS AMONG PERSONAL GOALS

Typically, people have multiple goals. For example, a person might have the goals to

b. 
"" 

.*."[""t ttudent, to enjoy life, to spend more time with the family, and to ex-

ercise regularly. Such multiple goals are not necessarily independent' Exercisingreg-

ularly and enjoying life might facilitate each other, as exercising might help one to

relax and op". uf to the enjoyable sides of liG. Being an excellent student and

spending more time with family, on the other hand, might interfere with each other,

^. 
both 

"go"ls 
draw on the same limited resource of time' ln other words' multiple

p.rro."f goals may influence each other in positive (facilitative) or negative

(interfering) ways.'Theimfortanceofconsistencyamongconceptionsabotltoneselfandtheworld,

"rnorrg 
*hiah .orr"eptions we place personal goals, has been stressed by personality

theorüs since Kelly (1955; see also Lecky, 1969). According to these cognitive ap'

proaches to persorraliry o.tly a.onsistent system ofcognitive conceptions can fulfill
ih" fu.,.tio.t of organizing experiences and guiding actions. As pointed out- by

Emmons (19S9), this is also true for personal goals. Conflicting goals might lead to

contradiciory behavioral implications and tension within the person' One might ex-

perience this as stressful, hindering the positive-experiences. typically_associated with

successful goal p.rrsuit. In contrast, goals that facilitate each other also facilitate en-

eaeement in go;l pursuit, with two or more goals providing the same guides for ac-

iiÄs (fuedig-er &. Freund, 2005). Research on intergoal relations has typically

investigatediamples ofcollege students. It has shown that interference among per-

so.al gäals is a prevalent phenomenon in younger adttltlood (e'g', EmmorsA' King
t988;*Palys e.-8. Little, 1983; Sheldon & Kasser, 1995). Riediger, Freund, and P'

nntt"r (ZOOS) conducted two cross-sectional studies comparing the extent of
intergoal faciiitation and interference reported by younger and older adults. These
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studies show that goals ofolder adults tend to be organized into a more integrated
structure than goals ofyotrnger adults. Older participanrs in both studies reported
more mutual facilitation among their goals (due to instrumental intergoal relations
and overlappinggoal attainment strategies) and inone sturly also less intergoal inter.
ference (due to resource limitations and incompatible goal attainment strategies)
than younger participan$. In both studies, the observed age-group differences in
intergoal relations rvere robust when controlling for various other person and goal
characteristics (e.g., social desirability, personality traits). In these and an additional
diary study, older adults were more engaged in the accomplishment of their goals
than were the younger adults. As expected, this highergoal involvement ofthe older
adults could be accounted for by the more highly integrated intergoal telations in
that age group. lnterestingly, goal conflict was unrelated to goal involvement but
predicted lower emotional well-being.

\iVhich processes underlie the observed age-group differences in intergoal rela-
tions? Life-span developmental psychology offers three interrelated theoretical ex-
planations. First, the finding ofmore rnutually facilitative personal goals in older as
compared to younger adults is in line with developmental theories that emphasize
the potential ofcorrtinuing psychological grorvth in adulthood, characterized by an
increased integration and differentiation of vaiious aspects of the individual
(Erikson, 1959; Labouvie-Vief & Blanchard.Fields, 1982; Wemer 1967). The im-
proved ability to commit oneself to goals that are organized into a facilitative struc-
ture may röflect a higher life-management competence in older adulthood: As
pointed out previously, the shifting dynamic of resource gains and losses make re-
source limitations increasingly salient in older adulthood (P Baltes, 1997). One
adaptive strategy for managing increasingly limited resources is to invest resources
into harmonious rather than conflicting goals.

Intergoal facilitation could also be a possible expression of se[ection, In addition
to holding/etuergoals, the selection ofgoals pertaining to the same life domains and,
thereby, converging in higher order goals, should help focus one's limited resources
on a subser of highly important life domains (Riediger &. Freund, in press). Similar
goals might be more mutually facilitative because they can be pursued simulta-
neously more easily, whereas more dissimilargoals might be susceptible to mutual in-
terference because their purstrit is more resource intensive.

A third perspective derived from life-span theory is that individtrals might experi-
ence more choice in goal selection as they age. Specifically, in older adulthood, social
expectations are less clear and roles less explicitly defined, regulating goal selection
and pursuit to a lesser degree than in younger age groups (e.g., Freund et al,, 1999;
Wrosch & Freund, 2001). Older adults have in principle a larger freedom in deciding
which goals to pursue and which one to abandon. Consequently, it might be easier
for them to elect goals that are mutually enhancing.

In summary there is cross.sectional empirical evidence that older adults tend to
select more harmonious (i.e., more mutually facilitative, less interfering) personal
goals than do younger adults. This appears to be among the protective factors con-
tributing to the maintenance ofhigh levels ofgoal involvement despite increas-
ingly salient resource limitations in older adulthood. The question of which
psychological mechanisms underlie these age-group differences remains open to
future research.
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SUMMARY

In this chapteq we mapped out an approach to personaliry that views motivational
processes al the heart ofwhat B. Little ( 1989) called "personality'in-context.' This

approach, according to the personality model ofMcAdams ( 1990' I 996), is located

ai in intermediate level ofanalyzing personality, between personaliry traits and per-

sonal identity or life stories. We proposed that personal goals represent the dynamic

aspecß of personality reflecting and shaping the interaction ofa person with his or
her environment over time (see also Cantoq 1990). Taking a life'span developmen-

tal view ofpersonality, we argued that personal goals are a fruitful concept for under-

standing how behavior is organized over time and across situations' and that
goal-relited processes are important for describing and understanding both the di'
iection and the level ofadult development, trlVe elaborated on this argument by dis-

cussing developmental shifts in the content ofpersonal goals throughout adulthood
(i.e,, tlie "what" of"personality-in-context") and in the manifestation and adaptive-
ness of goal-directed processes through which people proactively influence and

shape their orvn development (i.e,, the "how" of"personality-in-context").
On the basis of the SOC model (P Baltes & M' Baltes, 1990), three basic processes

of managing intemal and extemal resources can be distinguished: selection,.oPtimi-

zation, and compensation. Developing and committing to personal goals (selection)

provides the constraints that are essential for development. Moreover, selection ad-

äresses the fact that (intemal and external) resources are limited throughout the life

span, Committing to a subset of possible altemative options allows the concentra'

tion of resources and thereby enhances the likelihood of achieving higher levels of
functioning as well as ofaccessing new tesources. The process ofselection is closely

linked to the "what" ofpersonality, that is, what kinds ofsituations a person seeksout

and what a person typically tries to do (Emmons, 1989; B. Liale, 1989)' Studies on

the content ofpersonal goals show that adults set goals in areas that are in accor'

dance with age-related social expectations, which might signal the availability of
resources fot a given age group (Cantor, I 994; Freund, 2003; J' Heckhausen, 1999).

The question ofthe level offtrnctioning in a given life domain depends on the in'
vestment of resources in the service ofachieving (optimization) ormaintaining one's

goals despite goal-relevant losses (compensation). Trying to achieve new outcomes

o, g.o*th 
"r 

.o*pared to trying to maintain something in the face of loss or decline,

although both important throughout adulthood, shift in their relative importance

dependent on the availability of resources. Whereas optimization goals appear to
play a more important role in young adr.rlthood, maintenanc€ or avoidance of loss

go"l" b".o.. more prevalent and more adaptive in old adulthood, a thase in life
when resources decline and their use becomes less effective (Freund &'Ebneq 2005).

For a long time, personaliry theories have stressed the importance ofconsistency.

According to Kelly (1955), individuals are motivated to create a system ofconcep-

tiors about themselves and the world. This system has the function oforganizing the

otherwise chaotic experiences, and theteby allowing for meaningful actions (see also

Lecky, 1969). Only a system ofconsistent conceptions that leadsto clear predictions

ofmeans-ends relations and prescriptions for actions can fulfill this function. This is

also true for personal goals (Emmons, 1989; Riediger & Freund, 2005): Ifa person's

goals conflici with one another, they might lead to the dilemma that, whatever one



does for one ofone's goals, it is, for at least one ofone's other goals' the wrong thing.
People experience this as stressful and it hampers positive experiences typically asso-

ciated with successful goal pursuit. In contrast, goals that facilitate each other also

facilitate engagement in goal pursuit, with two ot more goals providing the same

guides for actions. There is first empirical evidence that older adults have nore inte-
gated (particularly more mutually facilitative) goals than do younger adults. This

appears to tn among the protective factors that contribtrte trc the maintenance of
high levels ofgoal involven.rent despite increasingly salient resource limitations in
older adulthood.

Täken together, then, there is some empirical evidence supporting the theoreticaI
claim that personal goals are important for turderstanding a persort's interaction with
his trr her environment. In our view, this warrants the conclusion that personal goals

are the central building blocks of a theory of "personality-in-context."

OUTLOOK: WHERE CAN THE RESEARCH GO FROM HERE?

\We believe that the central future potential of the developmental perspective on
personality otrtlined in this chapter is that it allows the bringing together ofmotiva-
iion, emotion, and cognition in a life'span context. The potential integration of
these typically separate fields ofpsychology is clearly not yet realized. Originating in
the "new [ook" movcment (Bruner & Postman, 1947), social cognitive approaches

to motivation help our understanding ofhow motivational states influeuce percep-

tion and cognition (Hiegins & Sorrentino, 1990). Most goal theories link motiva'
tional processes to emotions, arguing that the attainment of goals (or failtrre
thereoO leads to emotional reactions by which the very pursuit ofgoals might be mo-

dvated (Martin & Gsset, 1996), that emotions signal sttccess or failure of the pro-

ces of goal pursuit (e.g., Carver & Scheier, 1999), or that specific emotions are

related to motivational states (e.g., Higgins, 1997). There is a large literature linking
goals to behavior (e.g., Locke & Latham,2002). Recently, Bargh (e'g., Bargh &
Collwitzer, 199{) has proposed an auto-motive model arguing for an automatic link
between situational stimuli that activate goals that, in tum, automatically trigger
certain goal-relevant behaviors. All of these approaches are very important for un-

derstanding certain aspects ofmotivation' They do not, howeve! situate the person

into a context that changes over time and are typically not well integrated with
anothei

We therefore conclude that a theory of"personality in context" that integrates

motivation, emotion, cognition, and behavior into a developmental framervork

would benefit psychology as a whole. It would ptovide the relatively fragmentized

krdies of research and theory currently dominating psychology with a meaningful
overarching framework towatd rvhich to work,
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Theory and research atlout humans' understanding of thejr own p€rson and the re'

sulting conceptions ofthe relfhave been an integral partofscientifrc psychology for a

lor.,g t"i*" (aÄes, 1890/1981). Building on the earlv work bvJames (1890/1981)' the

i^.i,*o ieca.les have seen a renewed inreresr and a plethora of theoretical

(Brandtstädter &Greve, 1994; Markus &wurf, 1987) and empirical contributions to

ielf-concept reseärch in almost all branches of psychology-(Baumeister' 198; Damon

O U^n, t'ggg; Harter, 1999; l.eary & Tängney, 2003; Robins, Norem, &' Cheek'

1999), dven trait theoriss have incorporated rhe notionofthe self-concept intotheir

iheoietical mo,lels (McCrae &Costa;1996) and have acknowledged that individuals'

cosnitive-affective views ofthemselves are animportant part ofpersonality and essen'

tiai for the undershnding of human behavior (McGae & Costa' 2003) '

Although James ( 1s90/1 98 I ) already presented a detailed-theoretical view of the

sel( empirtai research treated the sef'concepr-theJv{e'self, the selfas object, the

."[i", k.o*.t-for a long time as a unidintensional and static entity (see Wylie,

iSZ4i. fh" t"t, ,to decad"es, however, have seen a retum to many ofjames'original

notiäs and have extended theory and res€arch in important ways (Campbell,

Ä*""""a, &. DiPaula, 2000; Markus & Wurf, 1987)' Thus, current theory and re-

search co;ceprualize the human self-concept as a multidimensional, contextualized,

and dynamt cognitive structure with important self-tegtrlatory fult-!i9"-

lB"u*"ir,". 19981 Brandstadter & Greve, tg94; Higginit 1996; Markus &' Wud

i987). Thir .on.eptualization implies that individuals' self-concept is seen as a cog-

nitiae schenathat iontains know[edge about traits, values, and beliefs, episodic and

.'"i".ti. memories, and is involveä when self-relevant information is processed

(campbell et at., 1996). From a life-span developmental perspective, several theo-

ii.t, (b.".tdtstadter & Greve, 1994; Markus & Henog, 1991) have pointed outthat
iü" äf-.o.,..p, gives individuals a sense of continuiry and permanence, allows

iü"m ro dirtinäuiih th"-s"lu"r and their developmental history from others, and
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